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Deer Michael, 

Thnaks for the infornation you have on your aetecedents. iiy beleted interest in 
my own cones, I think, from ay readings about the holocaust and related matters and from 
the ferment in that part of the world in recent years. When I was young and later, when 
I stayed Elverly—occupied with work, I. had little or no euch interests.end now 21a 
learning that this also was true of an my relatives of my generation kI'm the oldest 
of us) of whom1 know. However, a fee.  of them also developed similar interests in their 
seniority and I'm learning a little from them. One has been tryiag to put the roots and 
the limbs on a tartly tree. Prom him I've learned that there were more of my paternal 
grandfather's generation than I'd known about. 

As I understand it, as Jews ere forced to seek further sanctuaries and they 
seread into Europe, those in Germany were forced to adopt Germanic names. Some of them 
moved eastward and south. So we have Germanic names, often epelled in different ways by 
imnigration personnel. Thus we may or may not, if traced back far enoegh, have common 
ancestors. 

If you know your grandmother's maiden name, when you write again, please tell me 
and 	see et:ether that winciCtes eith eny of the family names I've learned. by which 
I mean fondles by marriage. . 

I've learned that my paternal oide came from the town of Baronovka, which is on 
the SLUG diver, which was years ago the border with Poland. That area was particularly 
devastated by the Nazis, but it seems that the Soviet government was able to and did 
move many to safety before the Nazis could get to them. From a book e've just finished, 
Why Did tylihe Heovens Not Darken, by Princeton Historian Arno Nayee, I've leernefl that 
:.30me remained behind and became partisans, waging guerilla war against the Nazis. I 
understand this book has coee out recently as a paeerbadk. 

Some of my paternal relatives also did not leave the Ukraine but I know nothing 
about them. Those who could get out spread around the western hemisphere, although 
never heard of any in Canada. Some went to Argentina, for exampl e. 

a few of the Jews of that area did survive the Nazis. I have a boyhood 
friend who was 12 when he got here. In recent yeare, when his work took him there, he 
was able to locate relatives he remenberede That was in Kiev, rhich is a major Ukranian 
city and a center of culture there. 

I'm glad you were able to get a set of the 26 volumes. They are scarce and are, 
aids from being a prize possession, will become more valuable with the passing of time. 

sorry you won't have accese to the records we've been able to force the gov-
ernment to disgorge. I have about a third of a million pages of them. 

P.S. I had a cousin Nicheel, of my 	 and best wishes, 
father's generation 	

Hal4 d Weisbei.g 
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